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a b s t r a c t

Linear Energy Transfer (LET) is widely used to express the radiation quality of ion beams, when charac-
terizing the biological effectiveness. However, averaged LET may be defined in multiple ways, and the
chosen definition may impact the resulting reported value. We review averaged LET definitions found
in the literature, and quantify which impact using these various definitions have for different reference
setups. We recorded the averaged LET definitions used in 354 publications quantifying the relative bio-
logical effectiveness (RBE) of hadronic beams, and investigated how these various definitions impact the
reported averaged LET using a Monte Carlo particle transport code. We find that the kind of averaged LET
being applied is, generally, poorly defined. Some definitions of averaged LET may influence the reported
averaged LET values up to an order of magnitude. For publications involving protons, most applied dose
averaged LET when reporting RBE. The absence of what target medium is used and what secondary par-
ticles are included further contributes to an ill-defined averaged LET. We also found evidence of incon-
sistent usage of averaged LET definitions when deriving LET-based RBE models. To conclude, due to
commonly ill-defined averaged LET and to the inherent problems of LET-based RBE models, averaged
LET may only be used as a coarse indicator of radiation quality. We propose a more rigorous way of
reporting LET values, and suggest that ideally the entire particle fluence spectra should be recorded
and provided for future RBE studies, from which any type of averaged LET (or other quantities) may be
inferred.
� 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. Radiotherapy and Oncology 161 (2021) 211–221 This is

an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
The linear energy transfer (LET) is commonly used for express-
ing the radiation quality of ion beams. Mostly, LET is used qualita-
tively, i.e. a high LET is associated with increased relative biological
effectiveness (RBE) [1]. As there will always be energy loss strag-
gling and secondary ion emissions from nuclear reactions, ion
beams applied to radiobiological assay measurements or used clin-
ically are always mixed in terms of energy and particle species. To
report a single LET value, some averaging over the particle-energy
fluence spectrum must be done. For clarity, in what follows, we
will distinguish between the LETi of a single ion i and the LET at
a certain point in a composite irradiation field. The former is unam-
biguously defined as restricted or unrestricted LET, unrestricted
LET being equivalent to the ions’s electronic stopping power. The
definition of the latter is the subject of this publication and will
hereafter be referred to as averaged LET. This can be assessed in
various ways, including being measured [2], using Monte Carlo
simulations [3–5] and being calculated by analytical methods [6,7].

The application of averaged LET can be divided into two main
use cases. Firstly, in radiobiological assays where in vitro irradia-
tions are performed to assess the effect of radiation with respect
to a specific endpoint. A typical irradiation setup may apply a quasi
mono-energetic ion beam incident on a thin layer of cells placed in
a surrounding medium. Alternatively, cell culture samples are irra-
diated by a composite ion beam representative of a typical ion
treatment field which commonly is a spread out Bragg-peak (SOBP)
field. The cell samples are placed at selected positions within the
irradiation field. In both cases a quantity representative of the
averaged LET at the location of the cell culture is estimated and
the measurement is carried out for a sequence of irradiation set-
ups. The goal is to generate data suitable for developing or validat-
ing models for e.g. cell survival or RBE.

The other use of averaged LET concerns ion beam treatment
planning where the goal is to estimate the RBE weighted dose dis-
tribution for a given composite treatment field for a chosen RBE
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model. Typically, the composite treatment field consists of overlap-
ping fields from multiple beams where the dose per field can be
either homogeneous SOBPs or be more complex distributions
resulting from an intensity modulated optimization. In this appli-
cation, depending on the ion type and the RBE model, an averaged
LET value may serve directly as a model variable or be incorporated
indirectly. In both cases it is essential that the averaged LET defini-
tion applied is consistent with the averaged LET definition applied
when determining the parameters of the RBE model.

Today, ion radiation therapy is carried out with protons and car-
bon beams with the former dominating at approximately 90% of all
treatments annually.1 For proton therapy, clinical protocols pre-
scribe a constant RBE of 1.1 to be applied uniformly along the entire
beam path [8,9]. Recent observations of a possible unexpected and
unaccounted toxicity at the end of the SOBP [10,11] fuels an ongoing
discussion on whether variable RBE models should be implemented
in clinical practice, and if so, which RBE model [12]. The European
Particle Therapy Network (EPTN) work package 6 addresses this
[13], considering a possible variable future RBE model to replace
the constant RBE of 1.1. Consequently, a precise definition of aver-
aged LET is desired for quantitative use, e.g. in future RBE models
for proton beams.

For carbon therapy, the RBE factor increase with depth is large
(a factor 2 to 5) and variable RBE models that take the increased
RBE along the ion trajectory into account are therefore already
applied in routine clinical practice.

For protons, empirical models such as those developed by Car-
abe, McNamara and Wedenberg express proton RBE as a function
of a set of tissue specific parameters, with dose and averaged LET
as the only field dependent parameters [14–16]. These models rely
on the linear-quadratic model (LQ-model) which expresses the cell
surviving fraction as function of dose. It uses two parameters, a
and b, representing the radiosensitivity for a given endpoint. The
radiosensitivity in turn depends on the averaged LET. The parame-
ters are found from in vitro data acquired at radiobiology assays for
varying averaged LET values. For protons, the averaged LET is thus
used quantitatively for expressing RBE, which may motivate a clo-
ser look on how averaged LET has been reported in previous
studies.

Models for expressing the toxicity of ion beams which directly
depend on the secondary radiation spectrum are rare for protons
[17]2, as it is widely regarded that an averaged LET is a sufficiently
applicable parameter to express RBE. Since the RBE(LET) relationship
varies over particle species, a single averaged LET value is insuffi-
cient to express the information needed for estimating the RBE when
heavier particles are used, and different particle species contribute to
the dose due to nuclear fragmentation and elastically scattered sec-
ondary protons. For these models involving primary beams of ions
heavier than protons, the entire secondary particle-energy spectrum
is typically given as an input to the RBE calculation. This is the case
for the currently clinically applied models in therapy with ions heav-
ier than protons (LEM I, MKM and the HIMAC-passive RBE model
[17–21]). These models are mechanistically inspired, and less empir-
ical than the aforementioned proton RBE-models. Despite that no
clinically implemented RBE model for heavier ions uses LET as an
input parameter, the RCR-model which is fitted to in vitro surviving
fraction data for a range of averaged LET values, does [22]. Many
in vitro experimental data from heavier ions are still reported in
terms of LET, as in the PIDE database [23]. We have therefore chosen
to also include these publications in our literature search.

In this work, we discuss the many possible definitions of the
averaged LET in more detail. We have performed a review involv-
1 https://www.ptcog.ch/index.php/ptcog-patient-statistics.
2 see also, https://topas.readthedocs.io/en/latest/extensions/rbe.html. TOPAS v3.5,

access 01.11.2020
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ing 354 publications, where we investigate how the averaged LET
was reported.

Secondly, we wish here to quantify the impact on how the aver-
aged LET calculation method may influence the reported averaged
LET values. For proton beams one may consider whether secondary
particles heavier than protons are included in the averaged LET or
not, as it may change the averaged LET values especially at higher
energies [24–26]. Due to the sheer magnitude of possible ways of
how to calculate averaged LET, we will restrict ourselves to those
which appear in already published literature.

Finally, we wish to discuss the most important problems when
calculating and reporting averaged LET and suggest possible future
strategies to amend these.

LET-averaging

In practical situations for a given beam, the incident projectile
kinetic energies vary as soon as the particles start to interact with
a medium. Energy loss straggling will widen the energy spectrum
and nuclear reactions will occur leading to new secondary parti-
cles. A complete characterization of the beam at a certain location
requires knowledge of the particle energy spectrum to be reported.
Instead of reporting the particle energy spectrum, the averaged LET
is typically used as a single-valued metric to describe the particle
spectrum. Historically, two methods of averaging the LET spectrum
have most prominently been used: track averaging (LETt) and dose
averaging (LETd).

The track averaged (which is synonymous with fluence aver-
aged) LET is calculated as:

LETt ¼

X

i

Ui � LETi

X

i

Ui

ð1Þ

where Ui is the fluence of the charged particle i which has a certain
energy and charge and a certain electronic stopping power LETi for a
given medium of interest. Using this method, the LET is weighted by
the charged particle fluence, or number of tracks, each charged par-
ticle produces.

The dose averaged LET is calculated as:

LETd ¼
P

idi � LETiP
idi

¼
P

iUi � LET2
iP

iUi � LETi
ð2Þ

where di is the microscopic dose given in an infinitesimally small
volume contributed to by the track of a single particle i, hence the
name ‘‘dose averaged” LET. di is not to be confused with the total
macroscopic dose deposited by the particle. The dose of a single
particle track segment di may be calculated from multiplying LETi
(the density from mass stopping power cancels out) with the flu-
ence Ui (assuming d-particle equilibrium). Thus, LETd, compared
to LETt, results in a greater weight for high-LET particles present
in the radiation field. Several publications highlight in more detail
how the averaged LET values vary, depending on how the averaging
is performed [24–28].

Both LETt and LETd may be calculated by either unrestricted
(LETD¼1), or restricted (LETD<1) where D sets the threshold for
delta particle production. From the ICRU definition of LET [29],
unrestricted LET is equated with the electronic stopping power.
Restricted stopping power, however, excludes energy given to
energetic secondary electrons (d-electrons). For energy conserva-
tion, these particles are instead counted as a separate fluence spec-
trum. Explicit in this definition is the concept of a threshold value,
D, above which the energy released to delta electrons is no longer
considered to be ‘‘local”. Unrestricted LETD¼1 thus means all
energy lost by the ion is local and not transported further. The flu-
ence U thus includes all ions, but no secondary electrons, which
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implicitly means that d-particle equilibrium is assumed. The role of
secondary electrons (d-electrons) is discussed more in the Supple-
mentary section.

While LETd and LETt are the most commonly mentioned, other
ways of calculating an averaged LET are possible. One particular
case is what we later will refer to as ‘‘no averaging”. Here, the aver-
aged LET at the location considered is characterized by the stop-
ping power value at a representative energy, usually of the
primary particle, in the material used. This approach will not take
the effects of energy loss straggling, secondary particles or energy
spread due to a variation in initial energies into account. One could
use the median, mean or most probable energy of an energy spec-
trum, or simply select a single representative energy without any
detailed knowledge about the underlying energy spectrum. The
selected energy will subsequently be used to look up the corre-
sponding LET. We recognize that terming this method ‘‘no averag-
ing” may be misleading, as an averaging still must have happened
on the level of establishing the energy of the mixed radiation field.

Finally, some other novel methods of calculating the averaged
LET have in rare cases also been used, including ‘‘volume averaged
LET” [30] and ‘‘segment averaged LET” [31]. Both quantities are
related to microdosimetry: The former utilizes a spherical sensitive
volume mimicking a cell in which the averaged LET is calculated,
whereas the latter calculates an analytical segmented averaged
LET, derived from the lineal energy. The authors discriminate
between those particles which may be assumed to not change their
LET through a microscopic site, and those events where particles
do. They combine this by applying restricted LET, emphasizing
their validity when LET is rapidly changing over small distances,
i.e. at the end of the Bragg-peak.
Primary and secondary radiation discrimination

When calculating an averaged LET value, one may choose to
include different particles of the fluence spectrum, due to either
biological, technical, or practical reasons.

For beams with projectiles heavier than protons, variations
encountered in this study include:

� LET of primary particles only (i.e. not taking any secondary radi-
ation into account) [4,32–77].

� LET of all particles considered in the particle spectra which
specificallymeans that all secondaries are included [21,78–115].

For proton beams, the reported LET value may change as well
(as mentioned earlier) depending on what secondary particles
are included. E.g. for a 160 MeV proton beam, up to approximately
20% of the primary protons will undergo a nuclear reaction, con-
tributing to the fluence spectrum of secondary particles [116].
When summing these, one can choose to include:

� Only the primary protons [5,117–128]
� Primary and secondary protons3 [14,129–151]
� any particle with z = 1 (meaning also deuterons and tritons)
[152] as described in [24]

� all secondary particles (most noteworthy He-3 and He-4)
[27,153–156], also covered by [24].

Medium used and density normalization

In order to not make the main manuscript overly long, we will
move the majority of the topic regarding used target medium and
3 This is also the default setting used in e.g. TOPAS, seehttps://topas.readthedocs.io/
en/latest/parameters/scoring/volume.html, TOPAS v3.5, access 01.11.2020.
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density normalization to the supplementary part. The main points
are:

� Conventionally, liquid water is used as target medium in clinical
practice when reporting averaged LET

� If a medium with tissue like composition is used, the corre-
sponding averaged LET value will be slightly affected

� LET units are in terms of energy per path-length, therefore both
the density of the medium and whether or not the reported
averaged LET value is normalized to unit density should be
reported, if different from unity density. If this is not done,
the corresponding averaged LET values are not well defined
and cannot be applied for in vivo settings, especially where a
non-unit density material, e.g. bone or lung tissue, is irradiated.

Other, more detailed, reasons why the averaged LET can vary
will be discussed in the supplementary section. Among these are
which approximations are applied when scoring averaged LET by
Monte Carlo simulations. These approximations have shown to sig-
nificantly affect the magnitude of the averaged LET for protons
[3,157].
Methods

A PubMed4-search was made on 2020–09-21 for all English pub-
lications with abstracts containing the terms ‘‘RBE” and ‘‘LET”. The
resulting publications were subsequently read, and all which
attempted to quantify an RBE(LET) relationship for hadronic parti-
cles were then included in our review. To avoid including the same
data multiple times, we also excluded publications which only re-
reported earlier results without any recalculation. When some
details of the reported LET were not explicitly stated, but instead
was referring to another publication, we checked the first sub-
reference. In cases when the sub-reference in turn referred to yet
another publication for details, we did not check it further and put
all non-provided parameters as ‘‘unknown”.

Due to the proton community being large, and since there are
some special conventions for which particles are included in the
averaged LET for protons, we have chosen to split up the results
into publications involving only proton beams in one category
and all other publications into another. The second category will
hereafter be referred to as ‘‘non-proton”, though some of these
publications partly contain proton beams (reported together with
other ions).

Once the various LET-averaging methods have been established,
the impact of these are quantified using a development version of
the particle transport Monte Carlo code SHIELD-HIT12A [158] (ver-
sion v0.8.1–47-g2868641). We use SHIELD-HIT12A since it allows
for several different types of LET scoring and advanced particle fil-
tering for LET calculations on user-level, as well as treatment plan-
ning system (TPS) integration. Here, we will filter on different
levels of particle type and generation, e.g. differentiating between
primary and secondary protons for primary proton beams.

More details about the simulations can be found in the Supple-
mentary section.
Results

The PubMed-search yielded 734 results to be manually investi-
gated, from which 354 publications were included in our review:
95 into the proton, and 259 into the non-proton category. Main
reasons for rejection (with a frequency above 1%) are: no actual
averaged LET was reported (29%), no quantitative RBE was
4 https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.
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established (12%), no hadronic particles were used (12%) and that
the publication was re-reporting earlier results without recalcula-
tion (10%). Some publications were rejected for multiple of the
above reasons. The majority (64%) of the included publications
studied in vitro experiments on either cell samples or blood. A
few publications studied in vivo experiments on rats, mice or rab-
bits (10%), or retrospective studies on human tissues (10%). The
rest of the publications either used other targets, or used Monte-
Carlo simulations to establish an RBE without performing a corre-
sponding physical measurement (i.e. a model was used instead).

The results from the review are presented in Fig. 1. For the aver-
aging method used, the majority of the proton publications used
LETd (69%) or did not specify which averaging method was used
Fig. 1. Sankey plots, showing the different parameters studied for the investigated public
publications for beams other than protons. To the left, publications are listed vertically
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(22%). 11% used LETt but usually reported it together with a corre-
sponding LETd value. For non-proton publications, 50% do not
specify the averaging method, 27% use LETd 2% use volume averag-
ing and 9% use LETt, again sometimes reported together with a cor-
responding LETd value. ‘‘No averaging” was used relatively few
times (7% for proton, and 14% for non-proton publications), and
it was almost always referring to a stopping power or LET value
corresponding to a specific range of the primary particles, therefore
also categorized as the ‘‘Primary particles only” category.

The inclusion or exclusion of secondary particles seem to be a
source of confusion. For non-proton publications, 65% do not men-
tion this at all, while others explicitly mention that all secondaries
have been included while calculating LET (17%). A quite common
ations, with the upper plot referring to proton beams, and the lower plot referring to
and all links have been color coded according to the averaging method used.



Table 1
Number of publications identified studying only protons beams, describing what
particles are included in the LET averaging. Some publications report in multiple
ways, why the percentages are above 100 in total.

Particles included Fraction or number of publications

a) Primary protons 17% (n = 16)
b) All protons 28% (n = 27)
c) All hydrogen 1% (n = 1)
d) All particles 11% (n = 10)
e) Unknown 47% (n = 45)
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term we saw, especially in experiments involving carbon ions, is
that ‘‘fragmentation is taken into account” for the averaged LET
value. In those cases, we have put it in the ‘‘all particles included”
category. For protons, we have summarized the key findings of
what secondary particles were included in Table 1.

The impact of using either LETt or LETd is shown in Fig. 2 and 3
below for a proton and carbon ion SOBP, respectively. The proton
beam in Fig. 2 shows the difference between LETt or LETd as men-
tioned in [24–26]. The LETd including all secondary particles
remains flat throughout the entry region and most of the SOBP;
an increased LETd is observed only towards the end. Once the pri-
mary protons have stopped, a fragmentation tail is observed stem-
ming from neutron interactions. The dose in this area is close to
zero, so this part of the depth-LET curve is typically ignored. The
LETt where all particles are included for proton beams, however,
shows a gradual increase as the primary projectiles slow down.
The reason for this discrepancy is that for protons, the short range
fragments from nuclear interactions have a high LET, which
increases the averaging weight in the LETd definition in Eq. 2.
The LETd, for all particles included, is then dominated by these
heavy secondaries. We regard this not as a principal feature but
rather a coincidental feature of proton beams. This becomes clearer
as we turn to heavier ions in Fig. 3. Here the secondary particles
have a lower LET than the initially fast primaries, which means that
the weight of these secondary particles in the LETd definition is low
as seen in at the depth z ¼ 0 cm in the same figure. As a result, con-
trary to the proton case, LETt decreases as a function of depth when
more and more secondaries are created, which have much higher
range than secondaries created in proton beams. Adding these
lower-LET particles which build up the secondary fluence results
in a reduced LETt. LETd with the extra LET weight manages to coun-
terbalance this to some extent.

Fig. 2 illustrates the impact of including different secondary
particles. Only including primary particles (a), also including sec-
ondary protons (b), also including any secondary particle with
z ¼ 1 (c) or also including all secondary particles (d), all provide
different results. In the entry region, the calculated LETd for defini-
tion (a) is very similar to LETt as expected. It however differs more
from LETt when more high-LET secondaries are included in the cal-
culation. The track-averaged LET depends very little on the
included secondaries, which is why this is not shown here in this
plot.

We saw a large variation in which mediums were used to calcu-
late the averaged LET values in. In the majority of cases, the med-
ium was not specified (56% for proton and 73% for non-proton
publications). Water was the most common specified medium
(used in 32% of proton, and 20% of non-proton publications), fol-
lowed by tissue (used in 12% of proton, and 4% of non-proton pub-
lications). More details of the results are given in the
Supplementary part.

For a large minority of the publications, where the main focus
clearly has been on cell biology rather than physics, the description
of the beam and the averaged LET value is sometimes very brief,
and in many cases gives no information other than the particle
used and one value of the LET (in keV/lm).
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When only publications published in the last five years are
studied, we see an increased trend for both proton and non-
proton publications to use dose averaging, 81% and 49% respec-
tively. For particles included, ‘‘all protons” or ‘‘all particles” is the
most common, 36% and 33% respectively, hence reporting for
included particles is still quite scattered.

In summary, we observe:

� most authors use dose averaging or do not specify at all
� For both proton and non-proton beams, which particles are
included in the averaged LET calculation is often not specified.
The most common, specified, way is to include all protons for
proton beams, and all particles for non-proton beams.

� most authors do not address what medium was used, or any
stopping power density normalization for the averaged LET
calculation

Discussion

From our results, we can see there is currently no consensus on
how to report averaged LET in any of the categories we studied
here.

A major review publication by Ando et al. [159] recognizes that
LETd and LETt varies greatly with the particle-energy fluence spec-
tra. We observe that the most common approach is to apply LETd -
when describing radiation biology. The reasons for this may
remain unclear, but one viewpoint is since the dose is used to
quantify the biological detriment, it is only natural to report an
averaged LET where the LET is weighted with the energy deposited
per unit mass (= dose) by the corresponding particle.

In the category of density normalization, it is only rarely explic-
itly stated that the averaged LET value may actually be commonly
normalized to density of 1 g/cm3. However, it is possible that this
has been done for the majority of the publications studied. A few
of the publications also overlooks inconsistent units when calculat-
ing dose from LET as D ¼ 1:6 � 10�9 � LET �U [117,160–163].

Additionally, we observe that the conventional unit of keV/l
m is unfortunate, since it has to be complemented by the text to
specify whether or not it is density normalized (unless the medium
has the density q ¼ 1:000 g/cm3). For this reason, it could be better
to adopt a similar convention as is used to distinguish stopping
power (MeV/cm) from mass stopping power (MeV/(g/cm2)). To
keep the convention of keV/lm consistent with the literature so
far, one could apply keV/lm for LET and keV mm2/lg for ‘‘mass-
LET”. This would give the two units the same number when den-
sity = 1 g/cm3 is used.

Curtis [164] mentions that it has been shown that ‘‘the Oxygen
Enhancement Ratio (OER) varies significantly with a relatively
small addition of high LET radiation”, and a recent publication by
Bahn et al. [165] reports a significant variation in RBE for protons
even at lower averaged LET values. As well as seeing that different
values of averaged LET are obtained for different Monte Carlo
transport codes despite including the same particles (compare
[165] with Fig. 2), this further highlights the need for standardizing
averaged LET calculations, as there are substantial differences for
which value is obtained depending on the averaging method and
which particles are included, also shown in Fig. 2.

While the authors appreciate the effort of using in vitro experi-
ments for building RBE-models, so the experimental results actu-
ally may turn into clinical use, we note that there are some
inconsistencies for which averaged LET is used for the publications
these models are based on. We do not want to single out specific
models as better or worse than others, but instead want to further
illustrate the need for standardizing averaged LET calculations, so
that these issues can be avoided. Wedenberg et al. [16] do not



Fig. 2. A proton SOBP in density normalized water, where the shaded region shows the SOBP. Top panel: physical SOBP curve and the contribution to dose from all secondary
particles (including secondary protons). Averaged LET arising from various averaging methods is shown in the second panel: a) LETd only including primaries, b)
LETd including primary and secondary protons, c) LETd including all hydrogen isotopes, d) LETd including all hadronic particles, e) LETt for all secondaries. The bottom panel
shows the relative difference between b) and c), compared to a). The high LET region after �26 cm are from short-ranged charged particles which are set in motion by long-
ranged neutrons, as these advance beyond the Bragg-peak. Error bars are the estimated standard deviation of the mean, 1 r, barely visible in the neutron tail region.
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specifically mention the underlying LET averaging type used. When
the publications used in this particular case are studied, three use
‘‘no averaging” [35,118,126], two do not specify the averaging
method [166,167] and one uses ‘‘volume averaging” [30].

A similar example is the publication by Carabe et al. [14], where
the data they fit to is allegedly LETd. However, we find that two use
‘‘no averaging” [117,168], two do not specify the averaging method
[166,169], one uses ‘‘volume averaging” [30], one calculates the
RBE based on the lineal energy [170] and one of the references uses
LETd [171].

It should be noted that the RBE model by McNamara et al. [15]
does not have similar problems, as the data used is based on a
review publication Paganetti [27], which exclusively reported
averaged LET as LETd.

As a general point, the difference in averaged LET types used in
the literature is a source of error in many review articles, see Fig. 1
in [1], fig. 6 in [27], and the PIDE in vitro database [23]. This error
propagates to subsequent publications where any of these models
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are applied e.g. for treatment planning studies, i.e. adding errors
which at least in principle could be avoided. However for current
phenomenological RBE models using the LQ-model for protons,
the effect on the resulting RBE for mixing averaged LET types are
often negligible, unless heavier secondaries are also included. For
example, using the Wedenberg model to estimate the RBE for the
simulated SOBP in Fig. 2 and assuming a dose of 2 Gy and an
ða=bÞx of 2, an RBE of 1.04, 1.07 and 1.30 is obtained at 5 cm depth
using LETd of only primary protons, all protons and all hadronic
particles respectively. Under the same conditions, the RBE in the
middle of the SOBP is 1.15, 1.16 and 1.31 respectively. Despite this,
there is still a need to standardize and clarify which LET is used for
scientific rigor, while keeping in mind that results may be used for
other purposes, such as Quality Assurance (QA).

It is beyond the scope of this manuscript to give a choice on
what type of LET should be reported, and we will explicitly refrain
from doing so. As much as we wish to bring forward specific rec-
ommendations, we do not think there is yet a proper base for this
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decision to be justified. More studies and possibly even experimen-
tal work using consistent protocols are needed in order to do so.
For instance, for proton beams, the role of which secondary parti-
cles should be included or omitted remains unclear presently, as
they may or may not be biologically significant. Hadronic particles
other than protons will always be present, whereas most TPS’ tend
to only include protons. These hadronic particles could be included
in the LETd computed by TPS, but then the LETd calculations will be
more laborious and uncertain as more particles need to be simu-
lated to achieve the corresponding accuracy in LETd, because low
frequency, high LET events will contribute significantly to the
LETd value, and due to uncertain cross sections for alphas and
other heavy particles.

It has been demonstrated in multiple studies how averaged LET
is an inferior radiation quality for describing the variability of RBE
[1,172] and instead e.g. heavy ion therapy relies on models of the
full particle-energy spectrum [17–19]. There are other metrics
which may prove to be superior than LET, such as z�2=b2 (where
z* is the particle’s effective charge and b is the particle’s speed rel-
ative to the speed of light) or the similarly defined radiation quality
parameter Q [173]. Both these metrics have the advantage that
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they reduce the dependency on the particle charge of LET, and
are assumed to be more inline with radiobiological findings [173].

We would like to emphasize one advantage with Q and z�2=b2,
which is that these metrics are independent of the target medium,
unlike LET, since neither the mean excitation potential (I-value)
nor the charge of the target medium enter the definition of
z�2=b2 nor Q. Microdosimetric quantities, such as the lineal energy
can also be used, and have the advantage that they can be experi-
mentally measured, which makes it useful e.g. for QA in LET paint-
ing [174]. Yet, even these values still need to be averaged for mixed
radiation fields, and it is still left to be seen which method of aver-
aging may be superior for describing the relative biological
effectiveness.

For proton therapy by itself, these parameters may still not be a
superior predictor of RBE compared to averaged LET, however, as
the two quantities are increasingly correlated when only a single
ion species is present and no fragmentation is occurring. Despite
heavier ions also being present for proton fields due to nuclear
reactions, their comparatively low frequency and very short range
may result in a negligible RBE contribution. We feel this needs to
be closer investigated, also in the light of previous published work.
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It seems desirable that future manuscripts more clearly address
how averaged LET have been calculated, taking the issues we high-
lighted here into account. It has been shown that LETd is a good
RBE predictor only for fields with narrow LET distributions, and dif-
ferent LETd can lead to the same RBE for clinical situations when
multiple fields overlap [88]. Therefore, we would like to encourage
a full MC calculated particle-energy fluence spectrum dataset to be
provided along with the manuscript when reporting measured
biology data, from which any future metric can be obtained.
Conclusion

Averaged LET is commonly used as a radiation quality parame-
ter when reporting experimental biological data. However, the
reported LET may depend strongly on how exactly it was calcu-
lated, and this information is normally not provided, which further
complicates intercomparisons and makes it difficult to develop RBE
models based on averaged LET.

We suggest that future averaged LET include an unambiguous
description on what type of LET-averaging is applied, and that this
description includes:

� the type of averaging
� what particles have been included and excluded in the
averaging

� what medium was assumed for recording the LET, including
how the medium density was included

� the lower energy cut-off of the LET averaging (this is discussed
further in the supplemental section).

� Optionally, also z�2=b2 may be stated, as well as LET calculated
averaged in multiple ways.

� In case of irradiation of thin target layers less than a mm thick,
which is not uncommonwhen irradiating in vitro cells, a discus-
sion whether d-particle equilibrium may be justified is appreci-
ated. The target material thickness as well as the surrounding
materials should be carefully stated.

� In case a full particle spectrum is available (e.g. by Monte Carlo
simulations or other means):
– What lower energy threshold was applied for the particle

transport
– How track-ends (‘‘stoppers”) entered the LET averaging
– Exactly how LET was calculated from a single particle track

Ideally full particle-energy spectrum files should be provided
along with publishing RBE data.
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